The prediction model is proposed in this paper to predict the displacement of foundation pit. In the model, genetic algorithms are applied to optimize the node function of the neural network (15 node function coefficients are optimized simultaneously). Next, do the further optimization to the model, and GA-transFcn3 Model is established whose fitness evaluation takes into account the multi-step prediction error. Finally, it is verified that the GAtransFcn3 Model created in this article has the desirable prediction accuracy through engineering examples. The establishment of GA-transFcn3 Model can provide researchers and engineers with ideas and methods for the displacement prediction of foundation pit, and can be popularized and applied in practical projects.
INTRODUCTION
There are some causes which affect the stability of supporting structure of deep foundation. One of the root causes is the displacement of surrounding soil. In the current design method of foundation pit supporting system, the main consideration is the strength of the supporting structure, and fewer considerations are given for the displacement of the surrounding soil. But, in actual projects, the stratum deformation due to the continuous displacement of soil often causes more damage of ground buildings or underground pipelines. Therefore, the displacement prediction of foundation pit is very important.
BP NEURAL MODEL
In recent years, many scholars have applied the soft science methods to predict the displacement of foundation pit, such as gray system theory, time series analysis, statistical analysis and probability theory, artificial neural networks and so on.
Artificial neural network is built based on the principles of biological neural network, which is a model similar to the function of the human brain, and is a new information processing system imitating the structure and function of brain cells, brain neural structure as well as thinking way of the brain. Currently, one of the most widely used neural network model is the BP (Back Propagation) neural network, which is the multilayer feedforward network based on the error back propagation algorithm.
OPTIMIZATION OF THE BP NEURAL MODEL
Optimization of the BP algorithm. The node function of traditional BP algorithm is optimized by the use of the genetic algorithms. Main work is as follows.
Code as the real number, and call and return the compiled BP neural network function to the corresponding error metric which act as the fitness evaluation of the set of coefficients. Refine the search and do continuous evolvement, until the solving accuracy is enough or maximum evolution generation is got. In the search process, coefficients of each group are produced randomly, then endow coefficients of each group with the node function of BP neural network for training. Multi-step rolling forecasts of fitting are done for the sample data. Therefore, the function of fitting takes into account not only the error of fitting, but also the factor of rolling error forecast, which makes the function coefficients of network nodes more effective. Parameters Determination. The number of group(N) is ten based on the experience. The number of cycles of copy mode is 0.5N cycles. Superior individual is copied to the next generation randomly. The reasonable value of crossover probability(Pc) and mutation probability(Pm) is respectively 0.85 and 0.2 through repeated numerical experimentations. Maximum evolution algebra(T) is 200. The learning efficiency(lr) is 0.01. The maximum number of learning (epochs) is 1000, because the rate of declining of the error in classic BP neural network has been very slow after 1000 times training.
ESTABLISHMENT OF GA-TRANSFCN MODEL Establishment of GA-transFcn Model. The model whose node function is optimized by genetic algorithm is named as GA-transFcn Model in this chapter, which is programmed by MATLAB language. Main work is as follows. Code as the real number, and call and return the compiled BP neural network function to the corresponding error metric which acts as the fitness evaluation of the set of coefficients. Refine the search and do continuous evolvement, until the solving accuracy is enough or maximum evolution generation is got. In the search process, coefficients of each group are produced randomly, then endow coefficients of each group with the node function of BP neural network for training. Multi-step rolling forecasts of fitting are done for the sample data. Therefore, the fitting function takes into account not only the error of fitting, but also the factor of rolling error forecast, which makes the function coefficients of network nodes more effective. Parameters Determination of Genetic Algorithm. The number of group(N) is ten based on the experience. The number of cycles of copy mode is 0.5N cycles. Superior individual is copied to the next generation randomly. The reasonable value of crossover probability(Pc) and mutation probability(Pm) is respectively 0.85 and 0.2 through repeated numerical experimentations. Maximum evolution algebra(T) is 200. The learning efficiency(lr) is 0.01. The maximum number of learning (epochs) is 1000, because the rate of declining of the error in classic BP neural network has been very slow after 1000 times training. Workflow of GA-transFcn Model. The workflow diagram of GA-transFcn Model is as follow.
(1) While N<= Nmax, do （"N" is the number of groups，"Nmax" is the largest number of groups） (2) Sort groups according the size of the fitness evaluation, and remember the best individual. Make "gen" account to 1. ("gen" is evolution generation) (3) Do operations including reproduction, crossover and mutation to the produced new groups.
(4) Recall BP neural network function and recalculate the fitness evaluation of each new individual in the genetic manipulation.
(5) Sort new groups according the size of the fitness evaluation. If one certain best individual in new group is superior to the one in the original group, remember this best individual and replace the old individual. If the best individual in new group is not superior to the one in the original group, preserve the old individual.
(6) If "gen" gets to the max evolution algebraic or a predetermined accuracy is achieved, finish computing and output the best individual and forecast results. If not, do "gen=gen+1" and return to the step (3). Establishment of GA-transFcn3 Model. The error metric of fitting of BP neural network acts as the fitness evaluation of genetic algorithm in GAtransFcn Model. Each node role function of the hidden layer is given different interaction coefficient (0<t<1). Do the optimization search of group by the use of genetic algorithm, in which 15 nodes function coefficients are optimized simultaneously. The error metric of fitting evaluation of BP neural network is called as fitness function. Establish a nonlinear implicit relationship between the input-output by the use of the self-learning ability of BP neural network. Accordingly, get the output value of fitting of the sample. A difference between the output value of fitting and the desired output value is the error of fitting. The function which represents the error performance of fitting as a whole is called as the error measure function of fitting. 
Where, m is the total number of samples, i t is the expected value of the i-th sample, i t is the output value of fitting of the i-th sample. Found three models to improve the common GA-transFcn Model, which are GA-transFcn1 model, GA-transFcn2 model, and GA-transFcn3 model.
In the GA-transFcn1 model, the genetic algorithm is the main framework in the program. In this program, called the wrote BP neural network model, and optimize the search for the optimal interaction coefficients, afterwards make predicts by the use of this optimal parameters finally.
In the GA-transFcn2 model, what the genetic algorithm returns are not only optimal interaction coefficients, but also the initial weights and threshold of BP neural network corresponding to optimal interaction coefficients.
In the GA-transFcn3 model, blend the multi-step prediction error into the measure function, and this measure function acts as the fitness evaluation of Genetic algorithm. The data of last group in original learning samples act as the data of first group in the multi -step prediction. The composite error measure which blends into SSE of fitting and that of multi-step prediction acts as the fitness function of the genetic algorithm (SSE2). Its expression is as follows:
Where, m is the sum of samples of fitting, n is the sum of prediction samples, i t is the desired value of the i-th sample of fittings, i t is the output value of the i-th sample of fitting, j t is the desired value of the j-th forecast sample, j t is the output value of the j-th forecast sample,  , are respectively the partition ratio of error of fitting and that of forecast error (Here,  , are 0.7 and 0.3 respectively based on many numerical tests). The contents of monitoring include dynamic monitoring of groundwater in foundation pit, deformation observation of support structure and foundation pit slope body, settlement of buildings and pipelines. The safety and reliability of the foundation pit are evaluated in time by collecting the monitoring data. Fourteen displacement monitoring points and fourteen settlement monitoring points are arranged around the foundation pit. Three inclinometer holes are used to monitor the displacement of the piles along the eastern part of the field. Three inclinometer holes are used to monitor the water level outside the foundation pit. The layout of the monitoring points of the foundation pit is shown in FIG.1 .
INSTANCE ANALYSIS OF GA-TRANSFCN MODEL

Establishment of samples
The displacement monitoring data of C2 point at 0 meters and 5 meters underground in the district II, are selected as samples. The raw data after pretreatment are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . Data from February 19th to March 22nd are used as training samples, and data from March 23rd to March 26th are used to verify the accuracy of the prediction results. 
Prediction results
The results of GA-transFcn1, GA-transFcn2, GA-transFcn3 model and BP model are compared and analyzed. The comparison results are shown in Table 3 to 6, as well as FIG.2 and FIG.3 . Results and Discussions. As can be seen from the above result, the prediction of GA-transFcn1 Model is worse than that of traditional BP neural network Model, whose maximum deviation is close to 30%. The prediction of GAtransFcn2 Model is significantly better than that of BP neural network Model. The prediction of GA-transFcn3 Model is the best in all.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, some improvements for BP neural network are proposed, and the node function coefficients are optimized by the use of genetic algorithms.
Finally the displacement prediction model of foundation pit named as GAtransFcn Model is established based on Matlab language. From comparative analysis among BP neural network Model, GA-transFcn1 Model, GA-transFcn2 Model and GA-transFcn3 Model, the forecast ability of GA-transFcn3 Model is the best and it has the desirable prediction accuracy. It is proved that the error measure which is blended with SSE of fitting and that of multi-step prediction can make the function coefficients of network nodes more effective. The establishment of GA-transFcn3 Model in this paper can provide researcher and engineers with ideas and methods for the displacement prediction of foundation pit, and can be popularized and applied in practical projects.
